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12 Signs of Planet Earth’s Final Days 
 
Signs of the last days are all around us. What does that Bible say about the things that will happen in the 
days just prior to the return of Jesus Christ? Below are 12 signs the Bible describes.  
 

Sign #1 is an Increase in the speed and frequency of travel: In the first part of Daniel 12:4 it states: 
“Many shall run to and fro….” In no other generation have we seen such an explosion of people moving 
from place to place. For 60 centuries - mankind traveled no faster than the quickest horse or sailboat. 
Now going to another country can be accomplished in minutes or hours. 

 

Sign #2 is an Increase in Knowledge: The second part of Daniel 12:4 states: “… and knowledge shall 
increase.” An explosion of knowledge is happening in this generation. Growth in technology is 
unprecedented. According to the Law of Accelerating Returns, the pace of technological progress speeds 
up exponentially. Experts say technology is doubling every 18 months.  

 

Sign #3 is Deception of False Christs: Jesus described the last days to His disciples, with this warning. 
“Take heed that no one deceives you.  For many will come in My name, saying, ‘I am the Christ,’ and will 
deceive many.” This isn’t simply referring to those few who claim to be Jesus incarnate and lead people 
into dangerous cults. This scripture is also referring to spiritual leaders who claim they are representing 
Jesus – and who teach false doctrines in His name—deceiving many for the deception of the Antichrist.  

 

Sign #4 is Wars and Rumors of Wars: In Matthew 24:6-8 Jesus added additional description to the signs 
of the last days when He said, “You will hear of wars and rumors of wars. See that you are not troubled—
for all these things must come to pass, but the end is not yet.” Within the last 110 years the world has 
endured numerous major conflicts and two world wars, with an estimated 110 million people killed. 
Never in human history were so many killed in such a short time. 

 

Signs #5, 6 and 7 all come together, indicating that these events may directly contribute to one another. 
They are Famines, Pestilences and Earthquakes: Still in Matthew 24, Jesus went on to state, “There will 
be famines, pestilences and earthquakes in various places. All these are the beginning of Sorrows.” 
Consider the plagues of today and the threat we face with global travel carrying disease around the 
world in a single day. The world is already in the throes of birth pangs.  
   There is a dramatic increase in lethal natural disasters, earthquakes are escalating exponentially. 
Volcanos are erupting, tsunamis are increasing in frequency and lethality. In addition, on the increase 
are mass fires, floods, tornadoes, killer storms, and bizarre weather… all continuing to wreak havoc on 
planet Earth. Fish and wildlife continue to die in record numbers often without explanation. The Earth is 
clearly in labor… and its birth pangs are growing in intensity.  

 

Sign #8 is Martyrs: In Matthew 24:9, Jesus continued on… “Then they will deliver you up to tribulation 
and kill you, and you will be hated by all nations for My name’s sake.” Did you know that more Christians 
are dying as martyrs for their faith this year… than ever before in history? If you are a believer in Jesus as 
Messiah, you will ultimately be hated for your faith in Jesus as your Savior.  
 

Sign #9 is Betrayal: Jesus goes on to say, “…many will be offended, will betray one another, and will hate 
one another.” Like never before - the godly are being hated for their beliefs. Disunity and hatred are 
escalating at an alarming rate among political parties, races, nations, within families and more. The spirit 
of Antichrist is growing stronger… preparing the way for His arrival.  
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Sign #10 is False Prophets: Jesus taught that “…many false prophets will rise up and deceive many…” 
Isn’t it interesting that Jesus began by telling His disciples about false Christs and is now speaking about 
those who would supposedly speak for God, and in doing so… deceive many? This is happening within 
the organized church now like never before.  
   God is love… When His love in the Church grows cold, it results in His children pushing God off the 
throne and out of their lives. The consequence of this is the next sign: 
 

Sign #11 is Lawlessness will Abound: As we draw closer to the end of this age, the spirit of Antichrist will 
grow stronger and the world spiritually darker - more evil and violent. Jesus explained, “And because 
lawlessness will abound, the love of many will grow cold. But he who endures to the end shall be saved.”  

 

Sign #12 is The Gospel will be Preached to the Whole World: The last sign here in Matthew 24:14 
states, “And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, 
and then the end will come.”  
   Jesus warned us in John 16:33 “…In the world you will have tribulation; but be of good cheer, I have 
overcome the world.”  
   Let’s remember 2 Corinthians 4:17-18. “For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, is working 
for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory, while we do not look at the things which are 
seen, but at the things which are not seen. For the things which are seen are temporary, but the things 
which are not seen are eternal.”  
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